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1. Introduction
“Blockchain technology and the utility token ecosystem
are the two pillars that will turn our transparent platform
into a global one. ”

Foreword
Decentralized finance, often known as DeFi, was developed as a concept to
replace the current traditional financial model. This “game-changing” concept has
resulted in the emergence of unique financial products on the Ethereum
blockchain. These Ethereum-based decentralized ecosystems enable financial
services such as lending, insurance, and borrowing to be provided directly to
users rather than through central institutions. While Ethereum has aided DeFi in
its current growth, the current difficulties and limitations on the Ethereum
blockchain must be resolved to scale to the next level and gain more adoption.
The Ethereum mainnet proof-of-work consensus is slow, scalability is limited, and
transaction fees are high. These constraints are impeding the growth of users
who want to take advantage of the opportunities and services provided by DeFi.
Due to these limitations and difficulties, most Solana blockchain users find it
difficult to trade on token exchanges built on the Ethereum blockchain. For the
DeFi sector and other decentralized financial protocols to continue to grow and
gain more adoption, there is a greater need than ever for more efficient,
affordable, and scalable Decentralized Finance Offerings. Disio Whitepaper 04
DISIO, a new DeFi ecosystem with three offerings: an IDO Launchpad, an NFT
marketplace, and a DEX. DISIO intends to use the Solana Blockchain to develop
highly scalable, interoperable, and secure DeFi products, to accelerate the rise of
fair and decentralized next-generation DeFi products across multiple chains.
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Vision
DISIO aims to build a progressive ecosystem where users may get decentralized
financial products faster and lower costs within the Binance ecosystem

DISIO Ecosystem
DISIO aims to build a progressive ecosystem where users may get decentralized
financial products faster and lower costs within the Binance ecosystem

IDO LaunchPad
COpad is a critical component of the DISIO ecosystem. DISIO's IDO launchpad gives crypto
projects the ability to sell tokens for upcoming DeFi Crypto launches. Disio Whitepaper 05
The flaw with other IDO launchpads is that there is no guaranteed spot; it is first-come,
first-served, regardless of whether you have tokens or not. Some people use automated
bots to fill the whitelist spots in seconds. DISIO's goal is to build a fully decentralized IDO
launchpad where everyone can invest. DeFi projects would also raise funds more safely
and effectively by those genuinely committed to the projects. DISIO also plans on
implementing an automated rewards system to get more DeFi enthusiasts to provide
liquidity to projects on the COpad

NFT Marketplace for artists and collectors
DISIO intends to launch an NFT marketplace that will allow artists and collectors to trade
NFTs quickly and securely. The Ethereum blockchain hosts the largest and most popular
NFT marketplaces, which suffer from slow transaction times and high fees. DISIO intends to
use the Binance blockchain to create a faster and less expensive NFT marketplace. As a
result, users would be able to trade NFTs and other digital assets efficiently. The
introduction of DISIO's NFT marketplace would undoubtedly aid in the growth and scaling
of the NFT market. In addition, DISIO intends to enhance the overall experience of buying
and selling NFTs by launching an efficient and smooth NFT marketplace with low gas fees
and quick transaction speeds.
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DisioSwap--Decentralized Exchange
DISIO plans on launching DisioSwap, a decentralized exchange on the Solana blockchain to
enable faster transactions at a lower cost. Most users find it difficult to trade on token
exchanges built on the Ethereum blockchain because they are slow, have limited
scalability, and have has high transaction fees. DisioSwap is a fully decentralized exchange
platform that allows users to exchange virtual tokens, quickly transfer funds between
wallets, trade various cryptocurrencies, stake them, and ensure market liquidity

$DSNExplained
Introducing $DSN
$DSN is the native token of the DISIO ecosystem. The token is an SPL-based
digital asset. $DSN also serves as a governance token for DisioSwap, the
ecosystem's decentralized exchange, and creating a community-driven
ecosystem.

Staking
$DSNholders will be able to stake them and earn additional income from the
trading fees. Our staking tiers were designed with simplicity in mind, and users
can claim their staking rewards for free.
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TOKENOMICS
Supply : 200,000,000,000,000
Cyrculating Supply : 150,000,000,000,000
Burned : 50,000,000,000,000
TOKEN TYPE

TOKEN TYPE
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Connect With Us
https://disio.network/
https://twitter.com/DisioNetwork
https://t.me/disionetwork
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